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Our Mission is to 
provide a service that 
enables people with 

disability to love their 
lives and live their 

dreams.

Mission
Our Vision is to 

positively impact 
the lives of people 
with disability one 

day at a time.

Vision
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Continuous improvement across a range of areas has been the hallmark of our  
ongoing success.

Under the guidance of our CEO Sylvia Capps, staff satisfaction and engagement is tracking 
upwards as we work towards Employer of Choice status. I know that many staff are far more 
satisfied and empowered than previous years and this is something we should all celebrate  
and focus upon going forward.

Equally our client care has improved in terms of engagement with families and stakeholders, 
processes and staff training to manage what are sometimes trying circumstances. I commend 
our staff for the work that you do to make the lives of our clients better. 

As a business we seek to consolidate our position to ensure a solid base for the future and to  
be better at what we do. 

To this end our financial position is now very strong as we have improved our efficiency in a 
range of areas and applied judicious financial strategies to make firm our current position 

and to take opportunities to grow as they present. 

In terms of our industry we are now the leading commercial business in the nation that 
does not have volunteers, and this is something of which we should all be proud. My 

fellow Directors Andrew Antonopoulos and Sylvia Capps have made significant 
contributions to this business and I thank them sincerely for the outstanding work 

they have done. 

The input of our major shareholder John Margerison has also been 
invaluable. I am excited about the future of United Disability Care.

 It is a very strong and growing business with good leadership, fine 
staff and a high standard of care provided to the most important 

people - those we help live better lives. I thank all staff sincerely 
for your efforts to achieve this end.

Roger Emmerson
I am extremely pleased to report that the 

last financial year has again been a very 
positive one for United Disability Care 
despite the disruption of the Covid-19 virus.

CHAIRPERSON 
REPORT

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER  
REPORT

Sylvia Capps

I am honoured as your CEO to deliver the 
2020 Annual Report for United Disability 
Care on behalf of our Staff, Leaders, Board 
and the People we Support.

And despite the challenges this year the 
organisation continued to move forward and 
grow. While FY 2018-2019 was one of the biggest 
growth years for the organisation we have 
ever seen; this year was much the same. We 
introduced approx. 70 new people into our 
extended family to commence support. We 
started 6 new SIL homes supporting people  
to live more independently and we entered into 
our first concierge SIL in the amazing Chester 
and Ella buildings in the heart of Brisbane. 
But it wasn’t just our organic growth that we 
experienced, we also made the purchase of DJ 
Health; a QLD based disability company with 75 
people with whom they cared for and who we 
had worked very closely with for the past 3 years. 
The merge of these two organisations was a 
wonderful way to close out the financial year. 

While leading the organisation through this 
growth has been rewarding on many levels it is 
my own personal ‘WHY’ that keeps me reaching 
for greater heights. I truly believe that UDC 
provides care and support that is of the highest 
standard. I believe in the concept of Person Lead 
instead of Person Centred Support and allowing 
the people we support to always be at the front 
of their lives and guiding us to support them 
in a way that gives them independence and 
purpose. And I want to share this with as many 
people as we can. I want this approach to Inspire 
people, I want to connect people and above all 
else I want to empower people. Continuing to 
grow our family year on year and our drive to 
support more people living with a disability  
gives us the best platform possible to make  
this happen.

But again, I want to say thank you. Thank you 
to all of our staff, the people we support and 
their families for all the roles you have played in 
helping us get through the challenging times and 
your continued commitment to our vision and 
mission. I am as always excited about what more 
we can achieve in the coming year and I look 
forward to sharing the journey with you all along 
the way. Until then be safe, be kind and be happy.

When we started the financial year never in 
my wildest dreams did I imagine that the year 
would start with crippling bush fires across NSW 
that would result in both our staff and services 
being evacuated. Followed closely by flooding in 
our Northern NSW services which caused major 
damage to some of our homes and cars. Nor 
could we have predicted a worldwide pandemic 
that would see us placed into lockdown, restricted 
on visiting our loved ones and creating a level of 
isolation and fear that in most of our lifetimes we 
have never seen before. Well, 2020 delivered all 
these things and many more.

One thing I have marvelled at this last year is 
the resilience of our teams and the importance 
of the family connections we have created over 
the years. It took a great deal of trust for many 
families to allow UDC to continue to support 
their loved ones amongst so much uncertainty. 
We had to make some really tough decisions, 
especially at the beginning of the pandemic  
and the support and understanding from 
everyone was overwhelming. 

But it was our staff that I admire the most. 
No matter the challenge thrown at you, the 
dedication, selflessness, compassion and 
professionalism that you faced everyday with,  
is something that on certain days left me lost for 
words. I am truly privileged to lead a team of so 
many amazing people, which share the common 
goal of supporting people to live amazing lives. 
From the bottom of my heart I thank you all. 

There is no denying 2020 has been a year 
like no other, however, I feel it is important to 
focus on the many amazing experiences and 
achievements that have happened during this 
year too. A particular favourite of mine is the 
launch of our ‘Love your life and live your dreams’ 
campaign. We have shared some of these 
journeys later in the report. It is these moments 
and the positive impact this campaign has on 
individual’s lives that make the hard days more 
than worthwhile. 
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The retention of staff is an important indicator 
of staff satisfaction and of a healthy workplace. 
By monitoring staff turnover it is apparent that 
matching the right worker with the right client is 
essential. Staff Retention is a key focus area for 
us moving forward, ensuring we are investing 
time and training into the right candidates.

HUMAN RESOURCES 
WORKPLACE 
SUSTAINABILITY

AGE OF WORKERS STAFF RETENTION

Thank you for being 
part of our team

NEW STAFF BY STATE STAFF CEASED BY STATE

89%

Maria  Atoaga

Francis  Baxter

Steve  Blessman

Claire  Brace

Edward  Cleaver

Kristy  Debenham

Brent  Fletcher

Indiana  Fraser

Matiah  McKenzie

Michelle  Hawkins

Katja  Henrikson

Deirdre  John

Kathryn  Jury

Bonni  Kahu

Tyr  Kovacic

Reji  Kurian

Terry  Laurie

Debra  Martin

Media  Mugwaneza

Kaye  Pomroy

Jocelyn  Schwencke

Morgan  Shaw

Wayne  Talbot

Sharon  Thach

Leesha  Windle
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YEARS OF SERVICE

Leanne  Beasley (Higgins)

Michael  Boag

Jacqueline  Bone

Barry  Butler

Gavin  Donaldson

Louise  Fox

Anita  Hassett

Suzanne  Holt

Rachael  Hough

Carey  Kratzer

Severine  Lefevre

Matthew  Longworth

Justin  Lourey

Sonja  Matthews

Karen  Orr

Wachu  Stevens

Lynette  Turner

Marion  Turner

Linda  Walker

Tracey  Goodworth

Vicki  McKay

Mark  Merritt

Kristin  Mueller

Jenny  Scardigno

Sheryl  Shortt

Jennifer  Baker

Gail  Duckett

Judy  Goode

John  Rohozky

Patricia  Teakle

Sharon  Kennedy

Mark  Lofley

John  Wilson
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THE FUTURE...

Finalise our Company Goals, Values 
and Strategic Direction. Share this with 
our staff, people we support, families 

and stakeholders.

STRATEGIC MAP 2020 -2024
The Journey Begins

KEY MILESTONES OF THE JOURNEY

START OUR NEW JOURNEY IMPLEMENT NEW COMPANY VALUES  
ACROSS OUR ORGNISATION

IMPLEMENT A UDC 
TRAINING ACADEMY

HAVE OVER 60% ENGAGEMENT WITH  
THE PEOPLE WE SUPPORT AND OUR STAFF

BE IN A STRONG POSITION TO NAVIGATE 
CONTINUAL INDUSTRY CHANGES

BE ONE OF THE TOP 10 NDIS PROVIDERS

Through consistent lobbying, 
engagement and communication with 

senior NDIS stakeholders and employees, work 
towards the CEO and Senior Leaders becoming 

trusted consultants through participation in 
panels, alliance groups, event guests, etc.

Having engaged and highly 
trained staff will support ongoing growth 

of our teams as well as high standards of 
care. We will support our staff to train in both 

mandatory skills and voluntary areas  
of interest.

Our success is heavily dependent on living up to 
our organisation values. Hiring staff who already share 

our values and embrace living by them will ensure that the 
highest level of support is always provided to the people in 
our care. Our staff will support and respect one another 

equally and work toward a common mission to support 
people to love their lives and live their dreams.      

By increasing our engagement we will 
have a clear understanding of what we 
are doing well, why people choose us 
and why they chose to stay. Be actively know and referred to as 

an industry leader, be known for our innovation 
and high standard of Care. Be recognised as an 
Employer of Choice and have industry leading 

carers that represent the UDC brand through 
client lead support.

START

Year One
2020

To provide a service that enables people with disability to love 

their lives and live their dreams.

Our Mission

To positively impact the lives of people with disability one day 

at a time.

Our Vision

Year four 2023 

Year One 2020 Year Two 2021

Year Three 2022

Year Three 2022 continued

Year Five 2024

IMPLEMENT

Year Two
2021

IMPLEMENT UDC 
STRONG POSITION

Year Three
2022

ENGAGEMENT

Year Four
2024

TOP NDIS 
PROVIDERS

Year Five
2025
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UNITED DISABILITY CARE  
5 YEAR GOALS

10% Growth per annum 
to become one of the 
Top 10 NDIS Providers  
of Choice

• Building strong stakeholder and 
network relationships to support 
referrals and new customer 
referrals. Work with Hospitals, COS 
Nursing homes, etc. to assist people 
transition into supported living 
homes. 

• Utilise targeted strategies to source  
talent and contain wage related 
costs within FY2021.

• 30% Growth of people we support  
in a Residential Setting 
15% Growth of people we support  
in Community Assistance 
10% Growth of people we support  
in in-home Support.

• Support COS team to increase  
their revenue by 10% by July 2021.  
Ensuring our clients with behaviours  
of concern are 100% funded by 2021. 
Growing the clinical team by 
extending the specialised services 
provided by UDC and increasing 
revenue by 2021.

• Ensure potential new areas of  
growth undergo correct due  
diligence in relation to risk and 
provision of services.

• Increase PM revenue by 30% 
Keep the billing errors under $20,000

• Building strong stakeholder and 
network relationships to support 
referrals and new customer 
referrals. Work with Hospitals, COS 
Nursing homes, etc. to assist people 
transition into supported living 
homes.

• Utilise targeted strategies to source 
talent and contain wage related 
within FY2021. 

• 30% Growth of people we support  
in a Residential Setting 
15% Growth of people we support  
in Community Assistance 
10% Growth of people we support  
in in-home Support.

• Customer Goals met

• Ensure potential new areas of  
growth under-go correct due 
diligence in relation to risk and 
provision of services.

• Into supported living homes. 

• Utilise targeted strategies to 
source talent and contain wage 
related costs within FY2021. 

• 30% Growth of people we support  
in a Residential Setting 
15% Growth of people we support  
in Community Assistance 
10% Growth of people we support  
in in-home Support.

• Support COS team to increase 
their revenue by 10% by July 
2021. Ensuring our clients with 
behaviours of concern are 100% 
funded by 2021. Growing the 
clincial team by extending the 
specialised services provided by 
UDC and increasing revenue  
by 2021. 

• Building strong stakeholder and 
network relationships to support 
referrals and new customer 
referrals. Work with Hospitals, 
COS Nursing homes, etc. to assist 
people transition into supported 
living homes.

• Utilise targeted strategies to 
source talent and contain wage 
related costs within FY2021. 

• 30% Growth of people we support  
in a Residential Setting 
15% Growth of people we support  
in Community Assistance 
10% Growth of people we support  
in in-home Support.

• Support COS team to increase 
their revenue by 10% by July 
2021.. Ensureing our clients with 
behaviour of conscem are 100% 
funded by 2021. Growing the 
clinical team by extending the 
specialised services provided  
by UDC.

Deliver a great  
customer experience

Be the employer  
of choice

Quality care supported 
by efficient processes
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

Karen Orr 
Area Manager  
(NSW North)

Nicole Notley 
Transition & Liaison Officer

Alex Hanson 
Area Manager  
(South Australia)

Rachel McKindley-Willison 
Area Manager  
(Gold Coast)

Grant Carson 
Area Manager 
(NSW South)

Waheed Gondal 
Accountant

Lynn Sheen 
Area Manager  
(QLD North)

Rebecca Bannister 
Mental Health Service 
Manager

Greg O’Donnell 
Business Development  
Manager

Mark Forrester 
General Manager

Brooke Bignon 
Business Support Manager

Cheryl Craven 
Quality & Safeguarding

Nardrah Warren 
Finance Manager

Winnie Zhoya 
Client Support Manager

Nina Whittlings 
Operations Manager

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM

MEET THE BOARD

Roger Emmerson 
Chairman

Andrew Antonopoulos 
Board Director

Sylvia Capps 
Board Director and CEO
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CLIENT  
AND FAMILY 
FEEDBACK

Does United Disability care assist you to exerice  
your rights at all times? YES93%

NO3% 4%

4%

4%

4%

3%

3%

Do you feel safe when you receive support from 
United Disability care? YES96%

NO1% 3%

Does United Disability care assit you to exercise your 
rights at all times? YES88%

NO6%

NO6%

6%

8%

7%

Does United Disability care provide a safe and 
comfortable environment for you? YES95%

NO1%

Do you feel United Disability care supports you to feel 
included and to participate in community activities? YES86%

Are you satisfied with the support United  
Disability care provides? YES89%

NO7%

Do you have an individual plan that includes  
the goals and dreams you want to achieve? YES85%

NO10%

NO11%

5%

NO

NO16%

Does United Disability care support you to  
do the things you want to do?

Do you have information on how to make  
a complaint or give feedback? YES81%

Would you feel comfortable making a complaint? YES85%

Does United Disability care respect your rights? YES94%
NO4% 2%

7%
NO14%Does United Disability care ask you what you  

think about your service and then make it better? YES79%

Please note that the orange percentages are responses based on commentary.

Which region do you live in?

Adelaide, SA

Brisbane, QLD

Gold Coast, QLD

Far North Coast, QLD

24%

15%

30%

19%

7%

3%

1%

YES90%

0%

OTHER1%

Coffs Harbour and Surrounds, NSW

Moree, NSW

Hunter Valley, NSW

Perth, WA
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I AM PROUD TO WORK FOR UNITED DISABILITY CARE?
I FEEL SUPPORTED AND RESPECTED BY THE LEADERS 
OF UNITED DISABILITY CARE?

I RECEIVE RECOGNITION WHEN I DO GREAT WORK 
AND THIS HELPS ME TO FEEL VALUED.

I WOULD RECOMMEND UNITED DISABILITY CARE TO 
OTHERS AS A GREAT PLACE TO WORK

MY MANAGER IS A GREAT ROLE MODEL FOR  
THEIR TEAM.

Holistic care for clients.

Staff training that can be accessed easily  
and quickly.

Assist and support people to live a full life.

Regular training.

Providing a wide range of care for clients.

Staff recruitment. We are always so  
short staffed.

When contacting the different areas of  
the operaion the staff are always friendly 

and helpful.

Staff from the office and management 
mainly interacting more with the people  

we support and visit houses.

Keeping up-to-date with changes.

Better communication between the 
different offices and States.

Person led approach in service delivery.

Communication across all areas.

WHAT ARE WE DOING WELL?

WHAT CAN WE DO BETTER?

MOST OF THE SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES IN PLACE 
SUPPORT ME TO DO MY JOB THE MOST EFFECIENTLY 
AND EFFECTIVELY.

I SEE MYSELF STILL WORKING FOR UNITED DISABILITY 
CARE IN 2 YEARS TIME?

I FEEL THAT THE LEADERS OF UNITED DISABILTIY CARE 
COMMUNICATES WELL WITH THEIR EMPLOYEES.

DAY TO DAY DECISIONS HERE DEMONSTRATE 
THAT QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENT ARE THE 
ORGANISATIONS TOP PRIORITY.

Please note that for December 2019, 132 respondents; June 2020, 125 respondents; October 2020, 130 respondents  

and March 2020; 101 respondents. 

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
SURVEY

77%
DEC 2019

81%
MAR 2020

88%
OCT 2020

85%
JUN 2020

0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100
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72%
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OCT 2020

83%
JUN 2020

0 20 40 60 80 100

56%
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69%
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76%
JUN 2020
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65%
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JUN 2020
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53%
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65%
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73%
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80%
JUN 2020
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55%
MAR 2020

57%
OCT 2020

61%
JUN 2020
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40%
DEC 2019

51%
MAR 2020

63%
OCT 2020

59%
JUN 2020
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45%
DEC 2019

50%
MAR 2020

65%
OCT 2020

68%
JUN 2020
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Kristyn had her own motto, which is Love your 
life, Live your dreams, so we wrote that down to 
be our company Mission, but it was just words 
on paper. 

Let’s find out, so the ‘Register your Dream’ 
concept was created.

Kristyn had been in UDC’s  care for a long time 
and her passion and optimism touched the 
hearts of our staff.  Kristyn was determined that 
her illness would not control her life, and she 
went out into the world to actively make sure 
all her dreams came true and this continued 
once she became confined to a wheelchair.

Doug from Gold Coast, QLD absolutely loves mountain 
biking and he rides his bike to work each day. He didn’t 
have the funds for a new one. After a long search 
we found his dream bike - with Fat wheels and in his 
favourite green colour.

James from Northern NSW registered his dream for 
new equipment to be able to record an album. He 
has 32 songs he wants to record, with singing, playing 
guitar and harmonica. James received his dream 
acoustic/electric guitar in August and he has already 
recorded some songs.

Colin, Bryan and Josh from the Gold Coast QLD, 
dreamed of having sport equipment for their new 
larger backyard. They love soccer and basketball. 
We were able to provide them with a soccer goal, 
basketball hoop and balls.

Kerry from Gold Coast, QLD dreams of swimming 
with the Dolphins at Sea World theme park. Kerry 
said that her assigned dolphin has only one eye, so 
when they met he came right up to her and looked 
her in the eyes and kind of smiled and they made 
a connection, which was so amazing and made 
Kerry very happy.

Rene from Gold Coast, QLD dreamed of having 
the 1968 King Kong comic he owned as a child; his 
prized possession that was lost. He really wanted 
to own the comic again, however it was not within 
his budget. When presented with his comic he was 
beside himself with joy, just so grateful and happy. 
Rene spent the next few days just turning the pages, 
over and over. It really was a dream come true.

Love your life and 
Live your dreams

WHERE DID ‘LOVE YOUR LIFE AND 

LIVE YOUR DREAMS’ COME FROM?

Greg O’Donnell joined the UDC team in 2018 
to assist families with applying for their NDIS 
support. He had a passion to make the world a 
better place for those living with disabilities. His 
daughter Kristyn, 31 had a very rare degenerative 
disease and she had been in our care for a 
long time and she had touched us all. After she 
passed away, Greg joined the UDC team to assist 
families with NDIS supports.

CEO Sylvia Capps said that ‘Kristyn had her own 
motto, which is ‘Love your , Live your dreams’,  we 
thought that would be perfect as our company 
“Mission”, but at the time this was just words on 
paper. Then we realised,  that we could really  
make sure people truly love their lives and live  
their dreams’.  

With Greg‘s help the ‘Register your Dream’ 
concept was created as a way to honour 
Kristyn’s passion for making the world a 
better place for those living with disabilities, 
and to encourage the people we support to 
dream big.
To be able to pay for each registered dream, we 
needed to raise some money.  We received some 
very generous donations to get started and some 
staff donate a small amount each week from their 
wages.  So to ensure a steady stream of funds, 
Sylvia created the printed t-shirts, which are our 
fundraising tool to ensure there is enough money 
to cover each dream item or activity as needed.  
We will do everything we can to make sure the 
people we support can have their dreams  
come true.

Greg passed away in June 2020 and the O’Donnell 
legacy of ‘Love your Life and Live your Dreams’ is 
honoured on every t-shirt.  

We managed to make five dreams come true this 
year, with a few activities on hold due to the Covid 
restrictions. We look forward to making  
more dreams become reality next year.

These are no longer just words on paper, UDC 
will stand behind it and we will make sure we do 
everything we can to make sure the people we 
support do love their life and live their dreams.

Both Greg and Kristyn have passed away and 
their legacy is to look beyond the daily routines 
and inspire all of UDC, the staff and the people 
we support to live their best life. Their message 
of living life with passion and encouraging each 
person to live the lives their way, has made a 
difference in many people’s lives already.

16 17
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IN PLAN MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMERS

378% Growth

ANNUAL REPORT 
OVERVIEW

41 196

Total Staff numbers 
increased

Number of People we 
support increased 4 New

85%

Full Compliance with 

NDIS on all Reporting

ZERO COVID-19
For our staff and the  
people we support

400%

increase in  
Facebook 
Engagement

OVER 2,000%

growth 

on Google searches

GM of People & 
Development 

joined the  
Team

Held the Augural 
Service Delivery Conference

32%Overall
Organisational Growth

95% Of the People we Support feel that UDC  
provide a safe and comfortable environment

Establishment of  
Mental Health Services

5 new SIL 
homes

to

Supports Coordinators 
joined our team

of staff are 
proud to 
work for  

UDC

Provided

hours of care
659,917

512 571

‘Love your life,  
live your dreams’

People we support had their 
dreams come true through our7

campaign

502 553
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United Disability Care Pty Ltd and its Controlled Entities 

ABN 75 065 087 210

The directors present their report, together with the financial statements of the Group, being the Group 
and it’s controlled entities, for the financial year ended 30 June 2020.

General Information

Directors 

The names of the directors in office at any time during, or since the end of the year are:

Names Position Appointment/Resignation Date

Roger Mallory Emmerson Chairman Appointed 06/03/2017

Andrew Brian Antonopoulos Director Appointed 06/03/2017

Sylvia Capps Director Appointed 20/06/2019

John Margerison Director Appointed 17/06/2020,  
Resigned 27/08/2020

Company secretary

Andrew Brian Antonopoulous held the position of Group secretary during and at the end of the 
financial year.

Principal activities and significant changes in nature of activities
The prinicpal activities of the Group during the financial year were disability services and support. 

There were no significant changes in the nature of the Group’s principal activities during the financial 
year. 

Operating results and review of operations for the year

Operating results

The profit of the Group for the financial year after providing for income tax amounted to $1,241,255 (2019: 
$482,328 profit). 

Dated 
SOUTHPORT

T L Adam

Dated this 1st day of December 2020

30.11.2020

Director: Director:

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

Financial 
Reporting

Other items

Indemnification and insurance of officers and auditors

No indemnities have been given or insurance premiums paid, during or since the end 
of the financial year, for any person who is or has been an officer or audior of United 
Disability Care Pty Ltd and it’s Controlled Entities. 

Auditor’s Independence declaration

The auditor’s independence declaration in accordance with section 60-40 of the 
Charitiies and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 for the year ended 30 June 2020 has 
been received and can be found on page 3 of the financial report. 

Auditor’s Independence Declaration under Section 60-40 of the Charities and Not-
for-profits Commission Act 2012 to the Responsible Persons of United Disability Care 
Pty Ltd

 
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 30 June 
2020, there have been:

(i)  no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in section  
60-40 of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 in relation 
to the audit; and

(ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to  
the audit.

DICKFOS DUNN ADAM 
Audit & Assurance
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